
Chapter 5

A PROJECT ON ELECTRO CHEMISTRY

Overview of Project and Participants

This research project was a theoretical study in the
area of electro chemistry. It focused on the interface
between metal surfaces in ionic solutions, highlighting
problems of the stability of chemical products. The
participating university was a large public institution
in the southeast; the participating firm was the west
coast R&D lab of a Fortune 500 manufacturer of
information processing equipment. The university
participant, a chemist in his late 40's, began his profes
sional career with a three-year stint in industry. He
had since been employed in academic settings for 22
years, fourteen of them at this university. Since com
ing to the university he had consulted with several
small firms. The university department was not among
the top ten in its field although this faculty member
was well-known, had received several research grants,
and had published extensively.

The firm researcher was a physicist, also in his late
40's. He had spent eight years in academic positions
before joining the firm as a mid level research scientist,
a position he had held for thirteen years. He was also
quite active in his field in terms of awards, publications,
and memberships in professional organizations.

The project was supported by a three-year grant.
One half of the grant funds were subcontracted to the
firm to cover the salary of a postdoctorate, a small
part of the firm researcher's salary, .and corporate
computer usage.

Prior Cross-Sector Collaboration

Prior University Activities. The university had no
on-going contacts with this firm prior to the IUCR grant.
However, as a part of the local government's efforts to
attract high-technology industries, the university was
attempting to increase collaborative training and
research activities with industry in general.

There was some on-going interaction between the
two researchers prior to the initiation of this project.
They had met about eight years ago at a professional
symposium where both were invited speakers. This
led to correspondence around mutual research inter
ests and discussions several times a year at profes
sional meetings. In addition, the university scientist
had served as a consultant and lecturer for the firm
prior to this grant.

Prior Firm Activities. The participating company has a
long history of interaction with universities. However,
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their only prior contact with this institution was through
the association of the two investigators. The firm sci
entist began his career in academia and since joining
the firm has held the position of visiting scientist at
several universities, but not at the cooperating univer
sity.

Initiation of the Collaborative Project

Preliminary Discussions/Work. This grant was a Con
tinuation and expansion of a small joint project funded
by another government agency. About a year prior to
the submission of the NSF proposal, the university
researcher was asked to submit a proposal to that
program. He responded with a joint project with the
firm scientist and they received a small grant which
primarily covered travel costs. When this program was
eliminated they were forced to look for another source
of funds.

Role of NSF IUGR Program. A colleague of the firm
scientist, who had himself submitted an IUCR grant
proposal, suggested they do the same. The university
scientist had also performed research in this general
area, under one of several previous NSF grants. In
effect the IUCR pragram allowed these two research
ers to continue and expand a previously initiated
project.

Both researchers felt the project could have been
implemented, on some level, even without NSF support.
However, they also agreed that project scope and pri
ority would have been diminished. The professor was
unsure if the university research office-which had a
amall budget for project "seed money"-would have
contributed funding, but felt that they might have been
interested because of the collaborative nature of the
project. He did feel that the firm would have pro
vided some support. He cautioned, however, that travel
funds and thus face-to-face communication would have
been severely limited, a definite disadvantage.

The industry researcher noted that "such a research
project probably might have occurred anyway." How
ever, he also felt that travel funds would have been
limited and there would have been no funding of a
postdoctorate (their costs makes them relatively rare
at the firm). Also of importance to him, without NSF
salary support the project would have been assigned
a lower priority in the firm and thus his involvement
would have been limited.

The university scientist went ane step further, not
ing that the firm's sophisticated computer facilities



were essential to this project. He further believed he
could not have performed this particular piece of
research without the firm scientist because, " ... he
had one part of the technique, and I had the other
part of the technique." The firm scientist felt that work
ing in parallel would have forced them into competition.
In summary, although research might have been under
taken on some level, possibly with firm support, it would
not have resulted in the major effort that occurred.

Application Process and Internal Negotiations. There
were substantial differences from normal practice in
the processing of the grant application and award for
both university and firm. While the processing of the
NSF grant proposal per se was routine within the
university, the contract to the firm was "a totally dif
ferent and new thing" and a separate approval process,
requiring five levels of administrative signatures, was
involved. There were complex legal negotiations with
the firm for six months after NSF funding, which
focused not only on contract details but also on the
protection of proprietary information, since univer
sity team members would be working on the firm site.
One result was that the firm researcher was without a
postdoctorate for the first six months of project
operations. One important negotiating issue was the
need to clarify computer usage by the university team
members. The contracts administrator for the firm noted
that their relative unfamiliarity with the IVCR pro
gram contributed to the delay because of the need to
resolve differences between the NSF/firm positions
on several legal issues.

Although there were complex logistics connected
with this project, from the perspective of the firm
they were congruent with past experience with uni
versities. For example, the firm research manager noted
that they had negotiated with one university for "years"
and never resolved issues such as patents and intellec
tual property rights.

Project Management and Decision-Making

Project Structure. The organizational structure of
this project was very complex. There Were two research
teams operating concurrently at different sites sev
eral thousand miles apart, each with a different
supervisor, and each with changing membership which
included graduate students and postdoctorates.

The university team included the professor and one
postdoctorate the first year, with a second postdoctorate
added the second year. During the third year of the
project the professor replaced the postdoctorates with
two graduate students because his funds for person
nel were depleted.

The industry team consisted of the firm scientist
and one postdoctorate each year of the project. The
postdoctorates, however, changed each year. There
was also a third team member, who was a professor
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on a six-month sabbatical. He was, however, not for
mally part of the NSF grant. In effect, each of the
principal scientists selected and directed his own 1-3
man team, with each team operating independently
of the other.

Management Style. In terms of management duties
the university researcher identified his primary func
tions as the selection, supervision and coordination of
team activities with emphasis on encouraging idea
generation from team members and colleagues. Reflect
ing the cross-disciplinary nature of the project, the
translation of ideas from one discipline to another
was also perceived as an important function. Admin
istrative duties including personnel decisions and the
selection of equipment occupied less of his time. He
considered his team members experienced researchers,
noting that almost all of the postdoctorates had pub
lished and that the graduate students were older and
had worked in the field.

The firm scientist displayed a similar management
style for his team. He considered team supervision
and task evaluation his most important management
functions along with eliciting new ideas. He too was
involved in all aspects of his teams' research activity,
with administrative duties occupying only a small per
centage of his time. Problem identification and defini
tion were among his top priorities along with selec
tion of methods, formulation of hypotheses, data
analysis, and report writing. In describing the differ
ences in their roles the firm scientist said:

I guess what the division of labor comes down to .. ;
[the university researcher] has ... done [the]analytical
work, andIhave... [tested] thetheoryonthecomputer.

While both researchers emphasized the collabora-
tive nature of their work there were some differences
in their perceptions of the amount of the research
effort which required sharing of work or joint manage
ment.

Coordination

Coordination Within the Project. The distance be
tween the two sites, the relative independence of the
teams, and the frequent changes in team personnel
might have produced major logistical problems in a
project of this magnitude. However, several factors
facilitated intraproject communication, one of which
is the fact that long distance collaboration is common
in this field. As the university scientist put it, "A lot of
our research is done by mail or over the phone." In a
sense, the only equipment required was a phone and
access to computer facilities, both of which were readily
available on both sites. More importantly, this was a
continuation of a previous project involving the two
men. These were two colleagues who had known each



other for more than eight years and exhibited much
mutual respect and admiration.

Communication between the two teams was chan
neled through the two principal investigators who com
municated heavily by phone, with the number of calls
ranging from several times a week to several times a
month depending on the stage of the research. In addi
tion to phone calls and letters, each researcher visited
the other's site once a year for a period of one to three
weeks. Several additional meetings per year were
planned to coincide with the researchers' attendance
at professional conferences.

While communication among team members at each
site appeared quite open and flexible, there was little
contact between the postdoctorates at the two sites.
They never visited the other site; they never met their
counterparts. Their contact with the other site was
restricted to discussions with the other principal
investigator. There was one exception to this pattern.
One of the university-based postdoctorates visited
the firm for several weeks during the first year of the
project to use the computer. While he interacted fre
quently with the firm scientist, he met few other staff
members. According to the firm researcher, "he was
more interested in using the computer." While travel
costs influenced this lack of interaction, the pattern
tends to reinforce the relative independence of the
two teams.

Coordination and Reporting External to the Project.
Communication between the researchers and their
respective organizations varied in scope and style. For
the university researcher there were no formal reporting
requirements outside of his normal obligation to pub
lish in the scientific literature. He did, however, dis
cuss the project with one dean and several colleagues
in his department who were involved in related
research. He also corresponded with a number of col
leagues in the U. S. and Europe, including two of his
former team members.

The firm researcher, on the other hand, was required
to submit progress reports covering all of his on-going
research projects. These reports were in turn incorpo
rated into his department's report, which was circu
lated throughout the research lab and to top adminis
trators. A research division manager who "had long
thought that NSF was never going to support anything
for us," was acutely interested in project activities.
On-going communication with other parts of the firm
was primarily focused on computer center staff because
"we regularly had problems with the program."

The divisional R&D staff's primary contact with the
project was their initial sign-off on the contract.
However, there was another research group within
the lab which performed similar research and with
whom there was some interaction. In fact a member
of this group, who met the academic researcher dur-
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ing one of his early site visits, went on to collaborate
with him on another joint project. The firm researcher
also corresponded with academic colleagues concern
ing this and related research.

Benefits and Outcomes

Technical Outcomes. As expected this research proj
ect has generated a number of scientific articles, tech
nical reports, and several internal firm reports. More
specific prototype devices could not be discussed
because of proprietary information restraints. Both
researchers felt that advances in scientific knowlledge
were an important outcome, In their opinion the
research has led to the development of better theories
to explain certain phenomena as well as the identifi
cation of new areas for further research.

Knowledge Utilization. One indication of the inter
est generated by this research was the number of
requests for information. The university professor has
distributed approximately 500 reprints of project-related
articles, and according to him the. publications have
been cited frequently in the literature. Similarly, the
firm researcher received about 100 outside requests
for reprints of project-related articles, about one-fourth
of them from industrial researchers. He was also cho
sen to chair a special meeting of his professional assn
ciation on this research area.

There were limited internal requests for project
information. However, both researchers felt that the
project had influenced research directions and meth
ods within their respective organizations. The univer
sity professor began a second joint project with another
researcher from the participating firm. This second
project involved experiments suggested by the theo
retical results of the IUCR grant. In addition the pro
fessor encouraged another faculty member to initiate
related research with other industrial participation.
Finally, a former post-doctoral team member returned to
the university as a faculty member, and continued to
work in this area. The university scientist predicted
that this project will encourage other faculty mem
bers to undertake research in this area.

Because of its theoretical focus the professor did
not forsee the project having an impact on product
development in the firm. Nor did he think it would
enhance the quality of firm research. In his words the
company:

is one of the best laboratories in the country ... rela
tive to what's happening there, I think it ... [thisproj
ect]is a verysmall contribution.

In fact, the industry scientist felt quite differently.
He saw the project as partly responsible for a change
in the company's research focus in that the firm decided
to concentrate on electro chemical research. In his
view:



[thisproject] is certainly a part of the reason that elec
tro chemistry has been recognized as an important
scientific discipline in this laboratory.

In terms of follow-on research he emphasized that
without this project the professor and his colleague
would probably never have met and initiated the sec
ond joint project. This grant was also viewed as hav
ing improved the firm capability to deal with govern
ment regulations and with university scientists. Contract
negotiations for the second joint project were much
smoother. \

Personol Outcomes. As a full professor with tenure,
the project had minimal impact on the university
scientist's standing within his organization. However,
he did feel it enhanced his prestige in the larger scien
tific community and might lead to opportunities to
lecture at other universities. In support of this view,
the firm scientist felt the recognition given to the uni
versity professor would enhance the reputation of sev
eral recently developed Ph.D. science programs at the
university.

For the firm scientist, participation in this project
positively affected his prestige and visibility within
his organization as well as in the larger scientific
community. As mentioned previously he was selected
to chair a major professional association meeting
devoted to this research area. The fact that this was
the first NSF grant in his lab increased his visibility to
upper level management. More important, the grant
increased management's confidence in the value of
basic research. He pointed out:

I thinkthat an industrial laboratory has difficulty assess
ing the value of a basic research program. " they
have a great deal of difficultybecause the only justifi
cation is the outside recognition ... receiving the grant is
a form of recognition.

The firm researcher is confident that this project
will increase his freedom to choose future research
projects: and he credits this project with changing his
own research direction and approach. A member of
the lab director's staff added that such projects fulfill
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a basic need of their scientists "to be known to their
colleagues outside, just as if they were in the university."
Both university and firm researchers were very posi
tive in their overall evaluation of the project.

Policy Issues

Several firm administrators sounded a note of caution
regarding the future of cross-sector collaboration. They
perceived the current trend among universities to
restrict patents and intellectual property rights as
impeding scientific inquiry. They pointed to long delays
in undertaking some joint research, as well as some
projects which had to be cancelled because agree
ments could not be reached. In their opinion, such
problems could severely restrict or eliminate future
industrial funding of university research. In the words of
one:

If we are competing with universities as far as talents
of people and resources for doing research, then why
should we finance 011r competition?

In spite of this warning this company had a history
of extensive research interaction with universities, and
clearly valued its relations with them.

Neither university nor industry scientist felt that
joint projects would push university research too far
into applied areas. For the university professor, industry
was seen as providing direction for fundamental
research, which he believed "has to have a purpose."
The industry respondents indicated that their need to
protect proprietary information would guard the pos
sibility of involving "outsiders" in development work.

Both the university and industry researchers empha
sized the role of the IVCR program in encouraging
joint research activity. For the firm this project also
appeared to have improved their relations with the
government, NSF in particular. There was some con
cern expressed, however, regarding the changes in pro
gram funding and guidelines. One company adminis
trator expressed the hope that such programs could
be "stabilized" since both results as well as cross
sector relationships take time.



Chapter f

A PROJECT ON NUCLEAR SCIENCE

Overview of Project and Participants

The focus of this research was the development of
nuclear science instrumentation for improving car
bon 14 dating techniques. The work funded by this
IVCR grant was a part of continuing research per
formed in a center at the participating university.

The participating firm was a small manufacturer of
analytical instrumentation; the participating univer
sity was a private university in the east. The univer
sity researcher, a physicist, had been on the faculty of
the university for nearly 20 years, although he had
some prior work experience in industry. He published
extensively and had received other NSF grants.

The industry researcher, also a physicist, was chief
scientist and chairman of the board of the participat
ing firm. He too had published extensively and, prior
to forming the participating firm, was an adjunct fac
ulty member at the participating university. He had
been involved in one other NSF grant during the past
five years.

The project itself was supported by two one-year
grants from the NSF which were funded consecutively.
No funds were given to the industry participant.

Prior Cross-Sector Collaboration

Prior relationships between the research principals
consisted of a long-term professional acquaintance and
collaboration in research conducted through the nuclear
physics laboratory at the participating university. This
IVCR proj ect was an extension of that continuing
relationship.

Prior University Activities. The university was appar
ently not a stranger to industry-university research
collaboration in the field of nuclear physics, and prior
work between the principals involved in this project
was the result of their connection with the nuclear
physics lab at the university.

Prior Firm Activities. Following his departure from
the university faculty to form his business, the indus
try scientist frequently participated in continuing
research at the university, meeting with his university
colleagues up to several times a month. The participating
university is apparently the only university with which
this firm conducts collaborative research.

Initiation of the Collaborative Project

Preliminary Discussions/Work. The research con
ducted under this IVCR grant was designed to more
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fully exploit the potential of new techniques resulting
from ongoing research, primarily through large-scale
testing of new concepts on existing university apparatus.
Original measurements demonstrated the feasibility
of the techniques, and also indicated the need for
both extended measurement and modified equipment.

Role of NSF IUCR Program. The researchers first
heard of the IVCR program through a program an
nouncement. They talked to an NSF program man
ager about their findings and the need for Iurther
work and he suggested they apply for an IVCR grant.
Both principals felt that the work conducted under
the ensuing IVCR grant wauld not have been possible
without NSF funding, particularly the improved instru
mentation that was supported. The firm researcher in
particular pointed out that, while many other research
ers had attempted to replicate or extend their findings,
no significant work had emerged due to lack of appro
priate equipment. Since neither the firm nor the uni
versity could have afforded the improved instrumen
tation, both principals felt that their collaboration would
have collapsed without NSF support. In the words of
the university scientist:

I think, without the funding from the Industry/Univer
sity Cooperative Program ... OUf whole work in this
area would have substantially declined .... This pro
gram has only been in operation since 1977 and in my
view and in the view of a lot of people, it has been
spectacularly successful.

Application Process and Internal Negotiations. There
were no apparent problems or difficulties associated
with application for the grant for either principal. The
issue of internal negotiations in the case of the indus
try researcher is moot since he is the owner of the
firm. The university investigator could see no differ
ence between the application process for this project
and other government grants.

Project Management and Decision-Making

Project Structure. Participation in the project was
very fluid and open, and many scientists not officially
part of the project were involved. This was a direct
result of the project being embedded in a larger
research center in the university. Project participants
were essentially center participants. When the exper
tise of another scientist was required for the IVCR
project, it was available:

Typically we had a lot of people. , . generally we would
bring in somebody who was a specialist for the particular



task we wanted to do. Whenwe worked on geology we
had a guy from another university who was a geologist
... and he was very helpful in pointing our noses in
the right direction. We did not try to become a very
closed society. We made it as open as possible.

While each of the two teams usually consisted of
only two members at anyone time, it is difficult to
estimate total participation in this research. Many parti
cipants were from other universities, although some
were from the participating firm.

Management Style. Management of the grant was
congruent with the existing structure of the research
center. Within that center management, both co-inves
tigators considered supervision of team members to
be their most important managerial function. Both used
a direct supervisory style in assigning and evaluating
the work of other team members. The university pro
fessor in particular had extensive personal involve
ment in all phases of the research from conceptualiza
tion to publishing of results.

Coordination

The structure of the research was such that coordi
nation both internal and external to the project occurred
on a fairly regular basis. Each new set of measure
ments required a new set of procedures, possible equip
ment modification, and input of expertise external to
the project. Internal and external communication lines
were fluid and open at all times.

Coordination Within the Project. While the major
ity of experimentation was carried out at the partici
pating university, a great deal of communication was
conducted by phone and letter between the principal
investigators. Coordination was clearly aided by the
prior relationship between the principals. The univer
sity P.I. described the process as follows:

He was actually a member of the lab for a number of
years prior to his forming his company and I think our
relationship then and now is very similar. When a
major decision had to be made-is made or had to be
made-I would either phone him or write to him or
whatever and make sure that he agreed with the point
of view that I had.

Coordination and Reporting External to the Project.
Communication external to the proj ect was also fre
quent and was usually initiated by the principal
investigators. A variety of researchers in the field were
intermittantly consulted about project issues. The nature
of this interaction ranged from consultation and advice
to "bench level" work. Anyone who directly partici
pated in a series of measurements was a team mem
ber and a co-author of any subsequent publication.
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Benefits and Outcomes

Because the work performed under this grant was
one ingredient of a continuing research effort con
ducted at the university center for the past several
years, it was difficult to attribute specific benefits and
outcomes to this project alone. Nonetheless, several
tangible and intangible products were seen as result
ing from the work.

Technical Outcomes. The outcomes of this research
were significant from both a scientific and a commer
cial standpoint. Several new products and techniques
were developed which were of great commercial value
both in the U. S. and in other countries. This was
particularly gratifying to the industry scientist:

, , . a company of this size cannot afford to be in the
business of doing research for research's sake. Other
wise, you are taking the shareholder's money and spend
ing it on things that are not appropriate. You have got
to end up with a product and you have got to end up
with a product which is not inordinately long down
the road. You can't build something that will be good
in the year 2100.

During the course of the grant, 29 papers were
accepted for publication from participating scientists.
Important to both principals were the advances in the
field gained through this research. Both principal
investigators and one other senior researcher were
awarded a prize for contributions in the research area.
According to the university investigator:

. .. when the new equipment actuaily gets installed, it
is going to have an important impact on the whole
mass spectrometry program .... There are now 22-at
least 22laboratories similar to this one-some of them
smaller-that have gotten into this field since we began,
So it is a brand new field and it has excited a lot of
peopie.

Knowledge Utilization. By virtue of its multidiscipli
nary application, transfer of knowledge was virtually
inherent to this research. The salience of this function
was enhanced by the activities of the university scientist,
who was particularly interested in involving additional
participants and disseminating information about the
research. Many colloquia, seminars, and invited papers
were presented during the course of the research. Since
the beginning of the rtoearch, articles on the project
have appeared in every issue of the Annual Report of
the President published by the participating university.
Team members have been recruited from across the
country as well as Canada.

Future work is anticipated both within the partici
pating university and in collaboration with other
companies. The team currently anticipates work with
another university department on ocean measurements
and presently has approximately" 50 requests for car-
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bon dating, including one for an artifact of major
theological significance.

The results of this research had considerable impact
on both the direction of future research and research
methodology both within the participating university
and firm, and in the field in general. The increased
sensitivity levels achieved with the new techniques
have expanded both the realm of possible application
and the methods for obtaining measurements. In
addition, the project also affected what the university
principal perceived as the bias of his university toward
"pure research." As the university P.I. succinctly
phrased it:

There is always this sort of snobbism at the university
about doing "pure research" as opposed to applied
research and I think that a number of people that had
that view-and there. probably were some even in this
laboratory-have actually changed their minds about
it as a result of this particular project.

Personal Outcomes. Both principal investigators
anticipated substantial personal benefit from their
collaboration, particularly in terms of increased pres
tige. The firm principal, as the head of a small business,
was particularly sensitive to this:

.. , you tend to, I think, enhance your image and cer
tainly the image of the company to outsiders when you
are collaborating, have joint efforts. It sort of puts you
in the IBM class rather than in the Joe Blow's Electro
plating House class.

Policy Issues

Both principals were very supportive of the NSF
role in fostering cooperative research in general and
were especially articulate about their perceptions of
the particular contributions of the IUCR program. As
the university researcher said:

The National Science Foundation has demonstrated
already ... that they can playa useful role in stimulat
ing research, applied research in industry and to do it
in a way that industry and universities collaborate is a
very-to me at least, a very sound, positive way to
spend Federal funds.
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The firm scientist in particular was enthusiastic about
the transfer of knowledge between industry and
universities:

There is a tremendous wealth of expertise in the uni
versities which I think can help the United States tre
mendously and part of the difficulty is to get it out 01
the universities. It seems to me that ... this should be
the goal of these programs, getting the expertise which
is in the universities into the society.

It was his feeling that the IUCR program had gone a
long way towards achieving that goal and he made
two suggestions for improved program management.
He suggested that NSF take an active role in matching
university and firm researchers of like interests to
collaborative undertakings. His primary concern was
for those researchers, particularly industry researchers,
who may have had no prior experience with NSF or
with collaborative research, and consequently may
not be temperamentally or organizationally equipped
to generate such research on their own. He felt that
under the present system, in which funding is fre
quently the result of an agency's familiarity with the
work of a particular researcher, potentially valuable
contributions are "lost in the shuffle."

The firm principal was somewhat concerned about
the potential for dilution of the research effort in the
absence of careful management. He felt that university
industry collaborations, dealing as they do with high
calibre scientists of somewhat "prima donna-ish"
temperament, have tremendous potential for going
astray. He suggested more structured guidelines for
the conduct of the research and closer monitoring on
the part of the NSF.

The university researcher was most enthusiastic about
the potential of the IUCR program in terms of "cross
channel" or multi-disciplinary research and in providing
what he termed "risk money" for more innovative
research efforts.

And one of the things 1 saw the IUCR funds doing is
.. . something a little more inventive and maybe even
a little more risk-taking and I guess, if you, are not
prepared to take some risks in basic research, then
you are probably not going to get really inventive,
innovative [results].



Chapter 7

A PROJECT ON POLYMER CHEMISTRY

Overview of Project and Participants

This project focused on the dynamics and proper
ties of polymers. It combined theoretical and experi
mental activities in the exploration of molecular motions
and their relationship to mechanical properties. The
participating firm was a Fortune 500 manufacturer of
chemicals and related products; the participating uni
versity was a medium-sized private institution in the
midwest. The two sites were less than five miles apart.

The university researcher, a chemist in his late 40's,
had spent his entire professional career in academic
institutions. The last eighteen years were spent at the
participating university, interspersed with visiting pro
fessorships at several other institutions. Although the
university department was not ranked in the top ten
in its field, this researcher was active in terms of pub
lications and research grants.

The industry researcher, also a chemist in his mid
forties, had been employed at the participating firm
since receiving his doctorate 20 years ago. Currently a
senior-level scientist in the firm, he was prominent in
his field of research and had published extensively.
He had been responsible for developing a laboratory
procedure which was internationally known and used.

The Industry University Cooperative Research (IVCR)
project was supported by a three-year grant; no funds
were given to the firm.

Prior Cross-Sector Collaboration

Prior University Activities. This university had a
history of collaboration with industry on many levels,
which included involvement in several large-scale
research programs with Fortune 500 corporations such
as the participating firm. The university professor's
department played an active role in many of these
projects. ,

The principal researchers were close personal friends
as well as colleagues. They had met during their grad
uate training 20 years ago and had collaborated pn
research and published together periodically since that
time. The university scientist, while he was a postdoc
torate, had helped the firm scientist with his disserta
tion research. When they moved to the same city after
their academic training, they continued collaborating.
This eventually resulted in the university professor
receiving several unrestricted grants from the firm.
This work was his only formal contact with industry,
although he had received several research grants from
non-industry sources including the NSF.
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Prior Firm Activity. The participating firm was a
pioneer in the field of joint research programs and
had established several large-scale collaborative pro
grams with major universities over the last ten years.
During the IVCR project the firm scientist was an
adjunct professor at the university and a frequent
participant in seminar activities of the participating
department.

Initiation of the Collaborative Project

Preliminary Discussions/Work. The university sci
entist credits the firm researcher with introducing him to
this area of research. In his words:

... He'd basically been talking to me about polymers
and plastics for years over cocktails, and finally we
found a problem that as a theorist I couldn't resist,
because I could solve it exactly .... It became interest
ing, and I started to work on it over several years more
and more, and now it's basically the only area [that I
work in].

The IUCR project was a continuation and expan
sion of work initiated by the university scientist under
several unrestricted grants from the firm. For several
years prior to the NSF grant the professor and several
postdoctorates had been supported for work in this
research area, The firm scientist had collaborated on
an informal basis in these activities.

The firm scientist confirmed that he had attempted
to interest his colleague in this research area for a
number of years and that as part of that effort his firm
had given several unrestricted grants to the professor.
He portrayed the university researcher's work as
"fulfilling a real need" for the firm since they had no
theorist in this area on staff. There were however
several company scientists, including the industry
co-investigator, engaged in related experimental work.

Role of NSF !UGR Program. The need for additional
project staff, specifically another experimentalist to
work with the firm researcher, prompted the applica
tion to NSF. The university scientist first learned of
the IUCR program from an article in a professional
journal, and after encouragement from an NSF pro
gram manager, a joint proposal was submitted.

The department chairman was unsure if this partic
ular project would have been initiated without the
"catalyst" of NSF involvement. Both project scientists
felt their previous collaboration would have continued;
although as the firm scientist explained:



· .. it's a little hard to disentangle what work's being
done for this proj eet and what work would occur
whether the project existed or not.

The industry researcher did feel that the NSF grant,
by requiring formal goals and specific industry input,
had sharpened the research focus and increased the
firm's influence over project direction.

Application Process and Internal Negotiations. The
university scientist and his department chairman agreed
that the approval process for this grant was fairly
routine. Similarly, it was part of the "normal machinery"
for the firm and required only one signature. The dif
ference according to the firm researcher was that the
grant did not allow his company to impose the kind of
tight scheduling or sense of urgency that typically guided
industrial research. In effect, "the timing would be
more relaxed."

Project Management and Decision-Making
Project Structure. The organizational structure of

this proj ect reflected the division of labor into theoreti
cal and experimental work. There were essentially
two independent teams, one at each site, each super
vised solely by the principal investigator at that site.

The university professor supervised one postdoc
torate. In addition a new faculty member, who had
worked for two summers on the grant during a visiting
professorship, planned to resume work with the uni
versity team. However, he was not officially a part of
the NSF proj ect.

The industry team consisted of the firm scientist
and one postdoctorate, who although officially on staff at
the university, spent the majority of his time at the
company. The principal investigators had agreed on
this arrangement for the postdoctorate so that" ... if
he decided that he wanted an academic career, his
credentials would be more impressive ...." Several
members of the company staff contributed peripher
ally to the project. That is, they shared equipment
with the project team and "were doing work which
impinges, in one way or another, on what we're doing
[in the NSF project]." They occasionally attended project
team meetings.

Management Style. Both principal researchers em
phasized the "team approach" in their work. The uni
versity scientist saw the identification and supervi
sion of personnel as two of his primary managerial
functions but portrayed a relaxed supervisory style.
He explained:

In principle [thefirmscientistIand I decide [work priori
ties and assignments]. In practice its discussed by every
one and we've always had agreement ...

Another team member expanded on this thought:

, .. It is a very informal operation ... there is no struc
ture ... we just do it and discuss things, argue and
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fight and debate, and. you know, try to find a way ...
[task assignment] may be at three in the morning when
I'm over [the university researcher's] house for dinner

The university scientist was involved in all aspects
of the research activity at his site. Reflecting his theo
retical bent he highlighted the formulation of the
research questions as "the most important thing I'm
doing." The translation of research ideas from one
discipline to another was seen as another major task.
He spent minimal time performing administrative and
budgetary tasks.

The firm scientist saw himself and the two univer
sity faculty members as responsible for determining
research direction, setting priorities, and assigning tasks,
with the two postdoctorates primarily involved in
task execution. His approach to team management
emphasized collegiality:

I tend to treat all the people that are working with me
as collaborators and colleagues rather than subordinates.
That's just my style ... we give the postdoctorates lots
of flexibility and lots of room ....

His most important managerial functions were the
coordination and evaluation of his team's work. Based
on the university team's limited background in poly
mers his primary intellectual task was the translation
of ideas from one discipline to another. Since the firm
did not receive NSF funding he had no involvement
in administrative and budgetary tasks. In comparing
the roles of the two teams he saw the company team
as having exclusive responsibility for experimental
work although, on occasion, he participated in defin
ing theoretical problems. The university professor
agreed that the two teams were "doing quite different
things." Little if any of the research involved overlap
ping of work or joint management.

Coordination
Coordination Within the Project. The proximity of

the two sites, the informal managerial styles of the
principal researchers, and their close personal and
professional relationships facilitated frequent profes
sional as well as social communication between and
within the teams. The co-investigators interacted sev
eral times a week, either by phone or in person. Meet
ings were held at either site or in their homes. (They
lived within several blocks of each other.] Often the
firm scientist stopped to chat with the university team
when he attended weekly departmental seminars. The
postdoctorate assigned to the firm was the only per
son who worked and maintained an office at both
si tes.

The nature of the research also dictated frequent
interaction, as each team's activities had an impact on
the work of the other. The firm scientist descr:ibed
this symbiotic relationship:



... Iwel try to put into the theoretical work the physical
basis of what our experimental results show. And simi
larly .. , when we are interpreting our results, we try
to use the models that are heing generated hy the the
ory people ....

Initial team meetings were informal gatherings, and
according to the firm scientist they were called, "when
I've got something which is well enough defined to
put it on the blackboard and talk about it." Later,
formal joint team meetings twice a month at alternat
ing sites were conducted, "so that everybody is aware
of what everyone else is doing." The increase in team
size, such as the addition of another faculty member
and the input from other firm staff, precipitated this
decision.

Coordination and Reporting External to the Project.
Organizational reporting requirements regarding project
activities were minimal for both researchers. Outside
of his obligations to publish in the scientific literature,
the university professor was required to submit reports
only to NSF. However, hie routinely sent copies of the
annual NSF report to his department chairman and to
the university research office. There was also ongoing
communication with faculty in his and other depart
ments. One colleague who planned to conduct related
research was invited to attend team meetings.

The industry scientist made a concerted effort to
coordinate his research activities with others in the
field. His required monthly progress report kept man
agement abreast of relevant project activities. He also
circulated preprints of project publications to poten
tially interested colleagues and maintained an on-going
dialogue with a staff member in another division. Sev
eral members of his own staff interacted frequently
with team members around related research. Con
tacts external to the firm included the principal
researchers on another IUCR grant, one of whom had
been a postdoctorate (supported by the company) at
the university. The project was also discussed with
the staff of another Fortune 500 company who were
performing similar resea.rch.

Benefits and Outcomes

Technical Outcomes. As expected, the project gen
"rated a number of scientific articles and internal
reports. While the university scientist predicted that
project activities might eventually yield a variety of
proprietary outcomes, including improvements in instru
mentation and manufacturing processes, the firm sci
entiat was less optimistic that anything of commercial
value would soon result.

Both researchers emphasized intellectual products
and advances in basic scientific knowledge, in particular
the development of a new experimental procedure by
the firm-based postdoctorate. Both described this proce
dure as a significant achievement in the field and
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predicted that it would be widely used. This outcome
was the result of pursuing a line of inquiry that seren
dipitously emerged during the course of the project.
The firm scientist noted that it was the flexibility in
task assignment and supervisory style that led to this
achievement by allowing a postdoctorate to pursue
research activities not directly related to project goals.
Another team member noted, "its been so productive
because people feel free to tryout new ideas and
suggestions."

Other benefits listed by the co-investigators included'
improved morale and collaboration between the uni
versity department and the firm, which according to
the firm researcher had "increased the whole productiv
ity of the theoretical effort." Another benefit to the
company was the opportunity to "preview" prospec
tive employees.

Knowledge Utilization. Both researchers made a con
scious effort to disseminate project results. Although
the university professor received only about ten
requests for information from colleagues in his and
two other departments, he had discussed project results
at departmental seminars and had begun planning inter
departmental seminars. He had also received inquir
ies regarding the collaborative nature of the grant from
two colleagues who were exploring research possibili
ties with other firms. External requests numbered well
over 100 and included contacts with other Fortune 500
firms, a French university and several government
agencies and labs. Both researchers had presented
their results at national and international meetings.
They had also visited another firm engaged in this
line of work, to discuss the project.

The university investigator felt these efforts had
"raised scientific curiosity." His department chairman
went even further. In his opinion the team's enthusi
asm over this project had:

.. , been partially instrumental in reactivating, redi
recting and re-enthusing some of the other faculty ...
and certainly faculty enthusiasm does generate stu
dent enthusiasm.

The department chairman's interest in this project
was, in part, a reflection of his 26 years at a Fortune
500 firm where he moved from bench level scientist to
director of R&D before returning to academia. He
was sensitive to the problems as well as the potential
benefits and was in his words:

.. . deeply involved in the business of attempting to
formulate on various levels an industrial-academic pro
gram involving [this] university ....

His interest certainly added to the department's posi
tive response to the project.

Although only one other professor had begun research
in this area, both the academic investigator and his
department chairman predicted that others would



follow. There was also the former project postdoctorate,
now on faculty, who planned to continue his research,
either as a part of the NSF grant (a renewal proposal
was planned) or on his own. In terms of changes in
research methods, the university scientist pointed to
the expecteduse of the new experimental procedure
by both industry and university researchers. The aca
demic researcher felt strongly that he would never
have moved into this research area without the encour
agement of his firm collaborator.

The firm scientist received few formal requests for
information from within his company and only one
from a non-R&D division. However, a top R&D offi
cial explained that there was wide dissemination of
internal project reports to "a fairly large segment of
the company's technical community including the top
administrative committee." In terms of external users,
the industry co-investigator received several requests
for information from academic theorists in this area
with whom he regularly corresponded. A significant
member of the audience was another Fortune 500 firm,
which had a strong working relationship and exchanged
information on an on-going basis with the productiv
ity firm. These liaison activities resulted in the other
company contributing samples which were essential
to the team's laboratory work.

Another team member was also involved in dissem
ination activities. The firm-based postdoctorate had
presented his research results at a major professional
conference and had assisted another university in imple
menting his new experimental procedure.

The IVCR grant did not generate any new research
in the firm. However, the company had implemented
the new experimental procedure and the firm scien
tist planned to continue his own research in this area,
He further explained that these experiments applied
only indirectly to the company's current research focus,
which had changed since this project began. He believed
there was "probably more interest and excitement"
at the other company with which they exchanged infor
mation because it continued to be involved in this
specific research area.

Personal Outcomes. For the university scientist the
project's impact centered on his increased visibility
to upper level administrators and his enhanced pres
tige in the larger scientific community. In addition, a
former team member's participation in the project had
led directly to his faculty appointment at the university.
The proj ect had also broadened this team member's
research interests by exposing him to "challenging"
research problems, and had sensitized him to indus
try needs. However, he remained committed to an
academic career, preferring the freedom it offered.

For the firm scientist the project had "no immedi
ate payoff" because it was "so far removed from a
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commercially important result." More intangible bene
fits included some increased prestige in the scientific
community, more visibility to upper level manage
ment and continued company support for his work in
this area.

The firm-based postdoctorate listed several per
sonal benefits including access to quality "equipment
and the opportunity to work with a prominent scien
tist who had facilitated the introduction of his new
procedure to the scientific community. This team mem
ber had not been approached by the firm regarding
future employment because of a hiring freeze. This
did not concern him because he planned to pursue an
academic career.

Although the firm scientist appeared more restrained
in his assessment of the project's overall impact, both
principal investigators expressed satisfaction with the
grant.

Policy Issues

Respondents from both sectors agreed that IVCR
type programs played a critical role in facilitating col
laborative activities. The university scientist pointed
out that such programs help convince academicians
that:

.. . they don't automatically become tainted because
they're workingwith people in industry ... you don't
lose your precious academic freedom.

The department chairman added that these collabora
tions improved university science by sensitizing uni
versity researchers to industrial concerns.

Both sides offered some suggestions for IVCR-type
programs. The university respondents emphasized the
need to choose projects that are both on the "cutting
edge" of science and have commercial opportunity.
They also felt that federal funds should remain "seed
money" and not become a substitute for industrial
research funds. One top administrator praised this
evaluation effort because it would demonstrate to skep
tics in both sectors:

. .. where these things have worked, what the ele
ments are that made them work, what the elements
were ... [thatcontributed] tofailures ....

The firm R&D director encouraged the government
to continue offering incentives to private industry such
as the liberalization of patent policy and offered some
prescriptive wisdom for firms new to this activity. In
his view, companies must commit internal staff re
sources to these joint projects, otherwise they cannot
develop the commercial potential of research results.
The company scientist added that staff involvement
in such projects must be more than "a part-time assign
ment"; it must be part of the researchers' on-going re
sponsibilities.



Chapter 8

A PROJECT ON LIMNOLOGY AND FISHERIES BIOLOGY

Overview of Projects and Participants

This project was a field study of the marine environ
ment and those factors which would optimize the growth
and survival of a species of fish. The participating
university was a large public institution in the north
west; the academic department was ranked in the top
ten in its field. The participating firm was a Fortune
500 forest products company with an interest in aqui
culture. The two organizations were approximately 28
miles apart. although the experimental work was per
formed at an island field site which was accessible
primarily by ferry. This site was some distance from
both the university and the company.

The university researcher, a zoologist in his early
40's, had spent his entire professional career in aca
demia, the last ten years at this university. He was an
associate professor, active in publishing and profes
sional associations, and successful in obtaining research
grants. Other uriiversity staff who were involved
included another associate professor, who functioned
as a co-investigator, and a staff biologist.

The industry researcher, also a zoologist in his 40's,
had been employed at his curent firm ever since receiv
ing his Ph.D. nine years ago from the participating
university. At the time of this project he was a research
section manager and had authored publications in the
field. During the last year of the grant, after data col
lection was completed, the industry researcher changed
compantea.This departure was significant in that the
firm's involvement with the project essentially ended
at that point.

The project was supported by a three-year grant
from NSF. The firm received a small subcontract for
equipment and some laboratory work.

Prior Cross-Sector Collaboration

Prior University Activ.ities. The university and the
department were involved in a range of collaborative
activities with industry, including several other IUCR
grants. As noted above, the firm scientist had received
his graduate training from the collaborating univer
sity department and his work was known to the uni
versity professor. The two principal investigators met
during a visit by the industry researcher to the university
to discuss potential research projects, when they were
introduced by a department colleague. Two of the three
university team members had prior industrial con
tacts in the form of can tract research proj ects and
consulting arrangements, but not with this company.
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Prior Firm Activity. The participating firm was
involved in several collaborative activities with uni
versities, including another IOCR grant with a differ
ent department at this university. The company was
active in consulting relationships, contract research
projects and student intern programs. The firm scien
tist himself was involved in other research projects
with faculty members in the department. In fact, one
of the "standards of performance" by which the firm
scientist was evaluated was how well he worked with
universities in long-term research.

Initiation of the Collaborative Project

Preliminary Discussions/Work. The research insti
tute staff at the university had been engaged in this
area of study for more than ten years and had, accord
ing to the university scientist, collected "a tremen
dous amount of descriptive data." However, there
was a perceived need to examine "more basic, mecha
nistic questions." After their introduction the two
scientists discussed general research issues, which led
to the idea of a joint project. The period between
these initial discussions and the final NSF submission
spanned some eighteen months.

Role of the NSF/IUCR Program. At about the time
ofthe preliminary discussions, the university profes
sor saw a brochure on the IVCR program. He then
asked a colleague to obtain further information dur
ing an upcoming trip to NSF. Once this information
was received it stimulated a tangible proposal to NSF.
The university professor was very familiar with the
general NSF application process, having received sev
eral awards in the five years prior to this grant.

According to the university professor this project
probably would not have been implemented in its pres
ent form without the IVCR program. However, he would
have submitted portions of the proj ect to another NSF
division (without the company involvement] or to
another federal or state agency.

The industry scientist, on the other hand; stated that
his company would have definitely not been involved
in the project without some outside support. He ex
plained:

The workwas toolongrange in scope for our business
clients to fund. Our work was only applied and there
fore shorter term with results having immediate impact
on business economics.



The university scientist agreed that the firm would
not have assumed full funding for this project. According
to him:

... it was of a size ... probably beyond the norm that
they would fund, it was more than they usually allo
cate for such undertakings unless it is in-house research
.. . their in-house research doesn't have as many basic
elements in it ....

Application Process and 1nternal Negotiations. The
university professor indicated that the university
approval process was fairly routine, including the sub
contract to the firm. It required only the signatures of
his dean and the director of grants and contracts. In
contrast, the NSF application process required sev
eral proposal revisions to scale down the work to reduce
costs, although the university scientist felt this pro
cess was helpful and served to focus the research effort.

The industry scientist indicated that there were some
differences in the approval process in his firm. Although
he did not outline the specifics, apparently the long
term and fundamental nature of the research required a
different decision-making process, with approval based
primarily on the scientist's ability to secure some our
side funding. However, only one level of approval
was required and there were no stated problems associ
ated with securing this agreement.

Project Management and Decision-Making

Project Structure. There was essentially one research
team, staffed by university faculty and students, with
the industry group acting as consultants.The univer
sity team consisted of four persons: the principal
investigator; another research associate professor who
served as co-principal investigator; a staff biologist;
and one graduate student. The three faculty/staff mem
bers had worked together on a number of research
projects prior to the IVCR grant. The industry group
consisted of a senior scientist and several technicians.

Management Style. The university scientist described
his group as working as a team with "tremendous rap
port among us." He was involved in all managerial
and research functions but saw his primary responsi
bilities as evaluating and disseminating the team's work
and deciding resource priorities. He placed a major
emphasis on soliciting new ideas from his team. He
also served as the grant's administrator, "taking care
of the checkbook," watching the schedule, and keep
ing the, team to stated project objectives. In his words;

I was active in all facets of the research .. , . I am one
of the people actually in the lab and in the field ....

The industry scientist did not elaborate on his rela-
tionship with the firm technicians involved in the proj
ect, although it was implied that he worked closely with
them in the design, selection, purchase and installa-
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tion of the sophisticated audio-visual equipment sys
tem required for lab and field experiments. He listed
his primary managerial role as a liaison between the
university team and his company. Neither the com
pany scientist nor the company technicians were
involved in the experimental work. The firm scientist
did have some administrative duties, presumably in
relation to the subcontractual arrangement.

In comparing the roles of the two groups the univer
sity investigator saw the firm staff functioning primarily
as "technical experts," with the firm scientist having
input in the conceptualization of the project and eval
uating the relevancy of certain studies to the firm's
needs. In his words:

We would seek his input as a researcher and a person
with tremendous background in the practical aspects
of aquiculture to see if he thought that [the proposed
experimentlhad meaningtothefirm.

Reflecting this division of labor, both investigators
felt that very little of the research effort involved sharing
of the work or joint management.

Coordination

Coordination Within the Project. Communication and
coordination of effort between the two groups reflected
their different roles in the project. The university team
members interacted frequently among themselves
around this and other proj acts. In contrast, their con
tact with company staff was limited to three or four
weeks a year. During these times interaction included
a fairly intense mixture of phone calls, letters and
memos, with the university team initiating most of the
contacts. There were additional discussions with the
firm scientist when he visited the university on other
business.

Meetings were held at both sites; however, the grad
uate student was the only university team member
who worked at both sites. During the initial phase of
the proj act, he visited the firm several times to use
specialized equipment for some experiments. However,
his trips ceased when the team ended their work in
that area.

The firm scientist characterized the limited contact
as follows;

The principal collaborative work involved the devel
opment of technology needed to record predator-prey
behavior [at the field site] using the TVand video tape
system. Meetings and discussions were held to scope
the project, then the system was purchased and put
together and demonstrated to universlty persouneltit
[ourI headquarters. After agreement the system was
installed by[our]techniciansat the[fieldsite].

It should be recalled that neither the university nor
the firm was the primary work site. The experimental



work took place at a wooded field site on an island
located several hours away from both organizations.

Coordinotion and Reporting External to the Project.
This project apparently did not require extensive coordi
nation between organizations, There were no formal
reporting requirements for the university scientist out
side of his normal obligation to publish in the scien
tific literature. He did, however, discuss the project
informally with institute colleagues who were engaged
in related research. There was also continual interac
tion with colleagues at other universities in both the
U. S. and Canada which had fisheries programs. The
firm researcher was required to submit reports to the
corporate R&D division manager, although he felt that
top R&D officials were only minimally aware of the
project. Central R&D staff provided the audio-visual
and electronic equipment needed in the experimen
tal work.

Benefits and Outcomes

Technical Outcomes. As of this writing the project
is still in the data reducllion stage, although it has gen
erated one published article with two additional ones
in for review. A newspaper in the town where the
field experiments were conducted, and the university
alumni association, have both published articles on
the project. Both researchers felt that the advance in
general scientific knowledge was a major outcome.
The university scientist strongly believed that this and
related research will ultimately aid the government
as well as private industry in the revitalization of the
fisheries industry.

Knowledge Utilization. Because few publications had
been completed, formal requests for information were
limited. The university scientist did receive several
calls based on the local newspaper article and the
alumni publication. The university professor believed
that the project would stimulate other academic scien
tists to conduct research in this area, particularly work
which would couple laboratory and field methods.
Eventually he hoped to have an impact not only on
the research agenda and methods of the department,
but also the activities of related state and federal
agencies. He saw the project as having minimal short
term impact on the firm in terms of tangible benefits.

The industry scientist had received several internal
and external requests for information on the project,
the majority of them focusing on the technical nature
of the research. He felt it was too early to specify the
project's impact on the company's research operations.
However, he did predict less reluctance on the part of
company scientists to engage in joint research with
universities. The industry scientist left the firm before
data analysis was completed, which essentially ended
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his company's participation. This certainly blunted
the project's overall impact on the firm.

Although both researchers expressed overall satis
faction with the technical results, each would have
liked more frequent interaction between the two groups.
The university scientist felt that more industry participa
tion in data acquisition and analysis would have
expanded his understanding of the industrial R&D
process. In his words:

... I'd become more aware of how 'they approach a
problem, what they forsee as research needs and how
they go about performing them ... we would learn ...
how to cooperate better, how to be more aware of
their needs .. , .

The firm scientist, although impressed with the enthu
siasm of the university staff, expressed some frustra
tion with his own limited role:

I am dissatisfied that I didn't have time to participate
in project activities, conduct my own research, etc. I
had little discretionary time to pursue these areas.
Also I lacked time to interactwith university staffmem
bers in brainstorming ideas, concepts and data analysis.

Personal Outcomes. The university scientist, based
on the success of this project, was very optimistic about
its potential impact on his professional career in terms of
promotion, salary, prestige, and visibility to upper level
university administrators. The firm scientist had bene
fited from this project in several ways prior to leaving
the firm. He described his experience as follows:

I was able to leverage more research for dollars spent
by [the firm's R&D division] .... Visibility among R&D
staff was increased due to this accomplishment ....

The firm scientist left the firm in order to manage a
major production aquiculture operation in another state.
Presumably the firm scientist was able to leverage his
role on this project into his subsequent position with
the other firm.

Policy Issues

Both scientists were enthusiastic in their support of
the IUCR program. The university scientist felt "it is
probably one of the most important things that NSF
could do because [our l future is probably the future of
industry." The firm scientist agreed:

. . . this project represents an outstanding example of
accomplishing long-range research which is absolutely
necessary but which is difficult to fund by a develop
ing business. This is precisely where the Federal Gov
ernment funding agencies should contribute.

Given that the company's interest in the project essen
tially terminated with the industry scientist's departure,
the importance of the "project chairperson" role in a
firm seems obvious. Not surprisingly, the industry sci
entist hoped that such cooperative programs could be



undertaken in his new company. The industry research
er was so positive on university-industry cooperation
that he suggested that government could enhance these
relationships "by requiring university research to have
an industrial sponsor."

The university scientist had several suggestions for
IUCR program management, including the possible
expansion of topic areas and the inclusion of more
industrial scientists in the review process. He also
thought NSF should sponsor more "sociological" re
search on the impact of technological change on industry
personnel. In his view:
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This country has a lot of problems ... industry is in
trouble ... [NSF] ought to come at it from more than
just a technical end of it or the pure science end of it

Finally. the academic researcher offered some guid
ance for overall government activities in this area. He
suggested workshops to encourage broader communi
cation between universities and firms. These work
shops would be used to identify research areas and,
more important, to teach university scientists to think
as industrial scientists and vice versa. He felt strongly
that this would improve the coordination of joint efforts.



Chapter 9

A PROJECT ON NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING

Overview of Project and Participants

This research project explored methods for the three
dimensional display of various materials and struc
tures for non-destructive testing as well as medical
diagnosis. The participating firm was a Fortune 500
company in the aerospace industry. The participating
university was a large, private west coast institution:
the department ranked in the top ten in the field.

There were two university researchers involved in
this grant. The senior investigator. an engineer. had
been on the faculty at the university since receiving
his doctorate there twenty years ago. This researcher
was prominent and very active in professional asso
ciations. had served as a delegate to international
meetings, had received several prestigious awards.
and had numerous publications. The university co
principal investigator. also an engineer, had received
bis doctorate from the same university fifteen years
ago and had spent his entire academic career there.

There were several industry researchers involved
in this project. The senior researcher. a physicist, had
been employed at his company since receiving the
doctorate approximately twenty years ago. He had
received his master's degree from the participating
university. He had never worked in an academic setting.
and his career had been spent entirely in industrial
research and development with increasing manage
ment respensibilities over the last ten years. During
the second year of the IUCR grant he accepted a man
agement position in a product division of the firm and
subsequently severed formal ties with the project.

The firm researcher who assumed the role of princi
pal investigator at that time had received his doctor
ate in engineering from the participating university
seven years ago and had since been employed in
industry. He had joined the firm five years prior to
the proj ect.

The project was supported by a three-year grant
from the NSF. Approximately one-half of the funds
were subcontracted to the firm for staff salaries and
the production of materials.

Prior Cross-Sector Collaboration

Prior University Activities. Faculty members of the
department were involved in a variety of formal and
informal collaborative programs with industry. These
activities included consultation and contract research
projects. and extended to faculty start-ups of high-tech-
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nology firms. Of particular note was an external grad
uate degree program in which courses were relayed
to industrial sites by closed circuit television. The
university had also received a number of other IUCR
grants. Botb university researchers had fairly exten
sive contacts with industry prior to the IUCR project.
including student placement activities. consultancies
and contract research projects witb both large corpo
rations and small, high-technology firms. The senior
university researcher had been a consultant to the
participating firm.

Prior Firm Activities. The firm was heavily involved in
collaborative projects with a number of universities
throughout the country, including the participating
institution. Activities included contract research, cooper
ative education and training programs and member
ship in several university-industrial affiliates programs,
including one sponsored by this university. The firm
was also involved in IUCR projects with several other
institutions.

The initial industry principal investigator's prior con
tacts with the university were limited to his work as a
graduate student. Although he and the primary uni
versity researcher generally knew of each other via
professional meetings, they had never formally met
before the initiation of the IUCR grant. However both
university co-principal investigators knew the second
firm researcher, who had been a doctoral student under
one of them before he was employed by the firm.

Initiation of the Collaborative Project
Preiiminory Discussions/Work. Both university and

industry investigators had previously performed re
search in this general area but had focused on differ
ent applications of the specific techniques. The pri
mary university scientist had received several prior
NSF grants, and an NSF program manager who knew
both he and the industry scientist suggested they con
tact each other to discuss mutual research interests.
The firm researcher took the lead in phoning the uni
versity scientist, and subsequent discussions over
approximately a year's time led to the submission of
an IUCR proposal.

Role of NSF IUCR Program. The NSF program man
ager was responsible for alerting these scientists to
the existence of the IUCR program and its funding
guidelines, and they agreed that he was the primary
catalyst for the initiation of the collaborative effort.
According to one of the university scientists:



... this never would have ... happened without his
suggestion .. , . I mean, it is quite a natural thing to
happen but it never would have happened without the
catalyst that he provided.

The senior firm scientist agreed:

I think it really took the impetus of NSF ... to sort
of bring it to a head It was in the area more of just
an interest ... we probably would not have found a
mechanism for interacting with [the university], other
than this program.

In addition to NSF's interpersonal brokering role,
both university and industry researchers testified to
the importance of NSF funding per se. The university
would not have provided funding, and the firm re
searcher doubted that such fundamental research would
have been approved by his firm without the lever of
NSF support. He explained:

You know, if this thing has enough merit to it so that
the government will put a little bit of money into it,
they, our management, looks with more favor on it,
too.

Application Process and Internal Negotiations. There
was some initial discussion within the university regard
ing the structure of the firm's involvement. However,
once. a subcontract arrangement had been agreed upon,
the approval of the grant was fairly routine. After the
grant was awarded, discussion on implementing the
subcontract "went reasonably smooth too." Similarly
the firm scientist described an uneventful approval
process in his company. Again the contract with the
university, although not a problem, involved "a different
kind of paperwork" than other research contracts.

Project Management and Decision-Making

Project Structure. This project involved a fairly large
and complex effort, with two independent teams, one
at each site, each jointly supervised by two or three
persons. Core project staff numbered ten persons,
including university faculty, graduate students, and
firm management and research staff. Complicating mat
ters further, there were three distinct subprojects and
the firm team leader was replaced during the second
year of project operations.

The university team consisted of two senior faculty
members who functioned as co-principal investigators, a
junior faculty member who joined the team during
the first year of the grant, and two Ph.D. students.
Staffing at the industry site included the principal
scientist and three staff researchers, one of whom
became principal investigator in the project's second
year. In addition other company staff participated in
the project "on a part-time basis."

Management Style. Team member roles and functions
reflected the division of research activity into three
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related subprojects, each of which focused on a different
approach to the three-dimensional display of images.
The division of labor was based on the specialized
equipment available at each site as well as the need
to identify appropriate research for the two graduate
students. Two projects were conducted at the university,
and each one served as a dissertation topic. The third
project was implemented by the industry team.

Each university co-investigator served as the disserta
tion chairman for one of the graduate students, while
the third faculty member served on both students'
committees. Task assignment and supervision of the
two subprojects was carried out within the context of
weekly meetings with each student and semi-weekly
joint team meetings. There was also informal interac
tion:

werneet in halls or there are some new results and
there is a knock on the door ....

The senior university scientist saw his primary mana
gerial role as the supervision, evaluation and dissemi
nation of team work. His primary intellectual tasks
focused on soliciting and evaluating ideas of team mem
bers and others. Because of the students' need for self
direction in their dissertation research, he had mini
mal involvement in the collection or production of
data but played a major role in problem definition,
formulation of hypotheses and research design. (Lit
erature review tasks were performed primarily by
the firm team using their computerized information
retrieval system.) As the grantee of record this faculty
member also performed the major administrative tasks.

Management responsibilities were also shared among
firm team staff. The initial industry principal investi
gator served primarily as a project administrator, and
was not actually involved in research tasks. In his
words:

... my having had a management position, I am a little
bit unusual in this sense in that my role in this projeet
has been more one of guiding it than doing the work
myself ....

Within this context he described his primary tasks as
supervising team work, serving as liaison between the
team and the firm, disseminating project results, and
encouraging team members to contribute and evalu
ate new ideas.

Day-to-day technical direction of the industrial
research activities was provided by another team
member, a former student of the senior university
researcher. He had been involved in the project from
its inception, including early discussions with univer
sity staff about grant submission. In fact he was cho
sen by the senior researcher because of his ties to the
university staff. The academic researchers were con
cerned about carving out a meaningful role for the
graduate students. In their words:
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We were concerned that bringing in two new Ph.D.
students beginning their work in this area, they might
somehowbe left behind by the [firm]people ....

Wewere afraid that perhaps [the firml would some
how pick up with these ideas and be able tomovewith
them much faster than [the students] ... and kind of
leave us behind so to speak.

The choice of a former university graduate student as
de facto director of the industry part of the research
eliminated these concerns:

Knowing this person as well as I did. this removed all
of my concern about possible conflicts between us ...
in fact, all of those concerns turned out to be unfounded
and things have worked out just beautifully.

Because of these prior understandings, the change
in official firm principal investigator was not viewed
as a particularly disruptive event. As the initial indus
try investigator explained:

. . . I have had management responsibility for a num
ber of [other] projects in the course of this one so by
leaving it, I probably had less impact on the program
than, say, a more typical principal investigator would
have had.

Once specific research problems had been identi
fied and the work divided into three subprojects, the
two teams worked independently. The university pro
fessors supervised their students' dissertation research,
with some overlap in functions: the two firm scien
tists managed different aspects of the firm team's
activities.

Coordination

Coordination Within the Project. An informal atmo
sphere prevailed among the university team members,
while the industry team members related on a more
formal basis. The differences in the ages and posi
tions among the company team [i.e., bench level scientist
versus senior level R&D manager) in a sense dictated
these internal relationships.

The university and industry investigators met alone
only to discuss grant administration, while the bulk of
intra-project communication was via joint team meet
ings held every two weeks at the university. Firm secu
rity procedures and the need to accommodate faculty
schedules made the university a more convenient site
for these joint meetings. Meetings were held at the
firm only when company equipment was needed for
presentations. All team members from both institu
tions attended these joint team meetings and an open,
informal atmosphere prevailed. According to the senior
firm manager:

We sat around the ·table as equals and we reviewed
things.One or another would, perhaps, make an infor
mal presentation of their work ....
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The meetings generally focused an current team activi
ties and planning for future work. While a norm of
equality prevailed at these meetings, the senior uni
versity scientist felt that his team had mare influence
an the firm's work than vice-versa, primarily because
of the firm's position as a subcontractor. The meetings
were supplemented with some phone communication
between teams, but as the senior firm manager ex
plained:

When you have a regular meeting scheduled, you tend
to save up things for that and that was the case here,

Although no member of either team was based at
the other site, both teams utilized each other's research
facilities and equipment. The computer room at the
firm became an informal meeting place for both teams.
As one team member described the milieu:

Everybody came through there and worked there, so
there was a lot of interaction.

This on-going, informal communication was facili
tated by the proximity of the two sites (a few miles
apart) as well as the ties between team members dis
cussed earlier. Involvement in the joint meetings played
a crucial role in the project, and participation was
valued by team members. For example, even after the
initial industrial principal left the project, he contin
ued to attend team meetings to stay in touch with the
research.

Coordinatian and Reporting External to the Pro jac!.
Formal reporting requirements were minimal for both
teams. The senior university scientist sent annual
reports to NSF with copies to the university grants
office. His co-investigator coordinated their work with
another university department in which he had a joint
appointment. There was also some exchange of infor
mation between one of the graduate students and a
staff member in a government lab who was engaged
in similar research.

The senior firm scientist reported project progress
in regular contract review meetings. However, top offi
cials in the company were only generally aware of the
project and their interest was focused on its NSF
sponsorship. The firm scientist did interact frequently
with engineering and production staff who were inter
ested in the project's potential applicability to their
work.

Benefits and Outcomes

Technical Outcomes. While the project was still in
progress at the time of this writing, it had already
produced several technical results such as published
articles, internal reports, and computer programs. In
addition, the two dissertaltions should be complete at
the end of the project. Neither senior scientist saw



commercial product development as a likely potential
outcome. As a firm manager explained:

We are perhaps not a typical industrial research lab
in that sense, in that we are probably more-interested
in developing basic technology than we are in supporting
manufacturing or production or any of those things.

Less tangible benefits resulting from the project were
the general expansion in technical knowledge and the
enhancement of graduate student training. According
to the university professor:

.. . from the university's point of view, we have car
ried out one of our most important missions, which is
the education of graduate students ....

The firm scientist added to this:

I think it is very beneficial for students in their train
ing period to get to know industrial scientists or tech
nologists in order to see the balanced point of view for
themselves and to see that their faculty advisors inter
act with people in industry ....

One of the graduate students felt working on this
project had changed his perception of industrial
research, and he noted that he was "impressed with
the freedom firm scientists had to pursue their research
interests," and found it "rewarding to come up with
something new, which is of use," Although his career
plans were unclear he intended to continue his indus
trial contacts.

Another less tangible benefit described by both sci
entists was the confidence gained that such joint pro
jects could work. According to the firm scientist, whose
previous experiences with such projects had not been
entirely positive:

... I think that has probably been, to my mind, the
singlemostimportant thingthat has comeout ofit, the
fact that we could work togethersort of as equals and
that we developed a respect for each other.

The senior university scientist agreed that he too would
be "less hesitant to enter into something like this in
the future. , , ."

Knowledge Utilization. Dissemination efforts were
only recently implemented. During the first two years
of project operations the investigators had informally
discussed project activities with a small number of
colleagues at professional meetings or visitors to the
sites. However, the senior university scientist explained
that most faculty were not really aware of the project.
The f:irm manager, on the other hand, had received
information requests from the research lab and prod
uct division staff who were interested in the applica
tion of project results to their individual efforts, In
addition he had discussed IUeR program requirements
with several colleagues,
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The first formal presentation of results occurred in
the third year of project operations and consisted of a
jointly planned two-day seminar conducted at a pro
fessional association meeting. However, the two teams
made separate presentations and as a result there was
little recognition of the collaborative nature of the
research. Both investigators felt their team's work had
been well received and expected to receive inquiries
regarding the presentations. In addition, they intended
to involve potential users within each organization in
the evaluation of new research techniques developed
in the proj ect,

The two teams differed in their perceptions of the
project's influence on internal research activities. The
senior university scientist explained that the project's
impact was minimal because faculty in the university
had been working in this general research area for
some time and would continue to do so, However, for
several team members this was the first time they had
been involved in a project with potential application
to another discipline. and the senior university scien
tist suggested it might lead him to future research in
that discipline.

The senior industry scientist listed one follow-on
research project with another government agency as
a direct outgrowth of this research. He further felt
that the project had exposed his staff to new research
methods. provided a focus for some of the company's
in-house work and encouraged the lab to perform more
creative, less applied research.

Personal Outcomes. For the university team per
sonal benefits revolved around increased prestige in
the scientific community. This was also true for the
initial firm scientist, even though he had left R&D for
a management position in a product division. All investi
gators expressed great personal satisfaction with the
results of the research, especially the success of the
collaboration.

Policy Issues

Respondents from both sectors offered comments
on program management issues. The senior univer
sity scientist felt strongly that academic institutions
should serve as the grantee to assure them of equal
status with the firms. He further encouraged the use
of three-year versus two-year grants to assure continu
ity of support for graduate students. He also suggested
that such projects would be more productive if the
expertise of the co-investigators was complementary
rather than overlapping. In terms of problem areas he
mentioned the high overhead rates of both universi
ties and firms, which in his case had forced him to
reduce the level of effort to produce a reasonable
budget. Finally he hoped that the dual program review
process could be shortened.



All respondents agreed that joint activities should
be encouraged by the Federal Government. Sugges
tions included government scheduled meetings to
encourage discussion between the two sectors, as well as
government co-purchase of advanced equipment.

The senior university scientist offered a final note
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regarding the increasing industrial interest in these
activities:

, , , and the surprising thing to me is that, , , I am not
going out and beating the bushes for industrial sup
port . . . . Rather industries are approaching me .. , .
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Chapter 10

A PROJECT ON CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Overview of Project and Participants

This project addressed fundamental questions in
chemical engineering regarding the conversion of
carbon-based substances to liquid fuels. Utilizing slurry
bed and packed bed conversion methods. the study
made a comparison of results achieved by the two
processes under similar reaction conditions. The par
ticipating university was an eastern private institution.
which is among the top 10 in the field of engineering;
the participating firm was a Fortune 500 energy com
pany.

The university investigator. a chemical engineer.
had been with the participating university for over 30
years. He had done a considerable amount of consult
ing in industry, had published extensively, and had
received several other NSF grants. Two doctoral can
didates also participated in the project.

Over the course of the research two different industry
principal investigators were involved, one of whom
was forced to leave the project before it was fully
implemented. Both were chemical engineers, they had
spent the majority of their professional careers in indus
trial settings, and most of their time had been spent in
R&D. One had joined the participating firm approxi
mately ten years ago and the other had been with the
firm for over 30 years. Neither had any previous NSF
grant experience.

The project was supported by a three-year grant,
_still-in effect at the time of this writing. No grant funds
were distributed to the industry participant.

Prior Cross-Sector Collaboration

Prior University Activities. The university partici
pant described prior industry/university relation
ships as a "sort of a matrix of interaction" of appar
ently many years standing, although neither he nor
the graduate students in the project had been involved
in prior industry/university research collaboration per
se. In his words:

.. . we are constantly in touch with people in industry.
We see them at meetings and the staff as a whole does
considerable consulting witb industry. We have a lot
of [industry} interviewers in and out.

The university principal investigator had been a con
sultant to industry for over 30 years, and it was through
his consulting relationship with the participating com
pany that he met his industrial collaborators. He com
mented on the difficulty of doing work with industry
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without some prior contact. Other prior contacts among
university team members included a doctoral student
who had been employed by the firm for a summer
prior to the project, and another professor who was a
thesis advisor to one of this project's doctoral students
and who had previously worked at the participating
company.

Prior Firm Activities. The university professor's per
ception of close, ongoing industry/university relation
ships was shared by staff of the participating company.
The firm principal characterized the consulting rela
tionships in particular as frequent and intense:

.. . they are pretty close to us ... they have been con
sulting for a few years, three or four or five years, ...
and we bare our souls over that time to each other and
that sort of relationship may be important.

Although the project participants had not been per
sonally involved in any formal Industry/University
Cooperative Research (IUCR) collaborations, it is possi
ble that other programs within the firm had. In addition,
the industry researcher was quite familiar with the
university principal's work and reputation in his field.

Initiation of the Collaborative Project

Preliminary Discussions/Work. To the extent that
the comparative nature of the researchdemanded paral
lel analyses, the genesis of this collaboration was a
fortuitous match of available apparatus and mutual
interest. The project represented the continuation of
past research on the part of both principals, in what
constituted an important and fundamental question
in chemical reaction engineering. The initial industry
investigator had been doing exploratory work under a
non-NSF government contract, and had constructed
apparatus and developed procedural techniques nec
essary for one aspect of the experimentation. The uni
versity researcher had constructed equipment under
prior, non-NSF government support for another phase of
the research.

Role of NSF IUCR Program. Although the univer
sity scientist had received several NSF grants in the
past, neither principal investigator had prior experi
ence with the IUCR program. The industry researcher
had learned about the IUCR program through a col
league at his firm; the university investigator through
a program announcement.



It is interesting to note that while the university
professor indicated he would not have done the research
without NSF funding. the firm researchers felt that
the research would probably have been done in any
case-perhaps as an in-house, non-collaborative project.
This is apparently a growing field within the company,
with an increasing number of staff involved in experi
mentation in this area, It was felt that "someone" in
the firm would have done the work, with or without
NSF funding. It will be recalled that the firm received
no NSF funds in this project.

Application Process and Internal Negotiations. Be
cause of industry interest in this subject area. the princi
pal investigators had no apparent difficulty in acquir
ing company support for the proposal:

.. . in this kind of research, if you feel it is important
for the company, we can get resources very quickly
.. . if it wasn't very important for the company, we
normally may not have even gotten into it .... We
would take our resources and put them in something
else.

The university researcher's negotiations with his uni
versity were equally uneventful. due no doubt to his
reputation and his years on the faculty. The three
required levels of approval were "essentially pro
forma. "

The university investigator apparently played an
active role in presenting the proposal to company
management. He experienced no opposition to the pro
posed research, but some time was spent in working
through logistics and answering concerns about pro
prietary rights and benefits to the company. He de
scribed the following scenario:

But [the firm managers] asked themselves. "What do
we get aut 01 it? Why should we do this?"

And they know that I am a goad investigator and that I
will do high-quality work so they are interested in
seeing that it will work aut .... But then we have to
work through the [company1organization to be sure that
they are happy with it, that they are not going to lase
any proprietary rights.

o •• • So in this sense, as I say, you have got to try to
"sell it" to the [companyIorganization ... .And then in
turn, this means that all the justification of it is a three
party operation rather than a two-party operation. It is
nothing insurmountable. It just takes more time, that
is all.

Both principals were concerned about the time and
effort involved in the NSF application process. The
university researcher, who had prior NSF experience,
found IVCR procedures more complicated, largely
because of the three-party rather than two-party involve
ment (industry. university and NSF rather than the
university/NSF involvement he was familiar with) but
also because of two changes in program managers at
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NSF during the course of the application. The changes
required three separate presentations of essentially
the same material, a procedure which the univ-ersity
principal described as a "long. tortuous process."

The university principal did not see these delays as
insurmountable but certainly time-consuming. However.
in the case of the initial industry co-investigator. the
delays effectively removed him from the project, By
the time the grant was awarded. his talents were
required in another project. Fortunately another com
pany researcher. who had built other appropriate appa
ratus and had time available, was willing to take his
place.

Project Management and Decision-Making

Project Structure. Management per se was not a
particularly salient activity in this project. The bifur
cated nature of the research demanded largely inde
pendent efforts on the part of all participants. In
addition, team size did not lend itself to, nor for that
mailer require, formal management procedures.

Although there were three principal investigators
and two doctoral candidates involved during the course
of this project, the "team" effectively consisted of only
three members: a firm principal investigator. a uni
versity principal investigator and a doctoral student.
As was previously mentioned. the time delay in pro
cessing the grant caused the initial industry principal
investigator to be replaced by another scientist. The
initial doctoral student was also replaced at some point
in the proj ect.

To a significant degree the two subprojects oper
ated autonomously. The doctoral students worked, for
the most part, at the university under direct supervi
sion of the university professor. The firm scientisl con
ducted his portion of the research at his company.
presumably on his own. Apparently there was no cross
team supervision between the two subprojects.

Management Style. To the extent that there was a
management structure. it rested with the university
principal. who perceived his role as intellectual rather
than supervisory. The firm principal denied any sig
nificant management responsibilities:

... 1 was not involved, , . in any of the program man
agement .... It was really a program in which I felt a
.. . major portion was done by [the participating uni
versityl .... I would say that we did hasically playa
technical role in the comparative aspects of the area
with which we were concerned but other than that we
didn't play any role.

Many of the management responsibilities involving
the university principal were of an informal. mediat
ing role:

The chief investigator has to take time. It takes time to
get a research plan organized. find aut what each per-



son wants to do and can do. We also need to work out
some alternative plans in the event that the first set of
studies do not go as expected ....

Many project decisions were reached through mutual
discussion between tbe two scientists. with both prin
cipals expressing a high degree of involvement start
ing from the problem definition stage of the research
and continuing through the analysis of results. Differ
ences in perception of personal involvement existed
only in collection and production of data and selec
tion of equipment. Selection of equipment and collec
tion and production of data for all experiments were
primarily the responsibility of the industry researcher;
administration and budgetary matters were handled
by the university principal.

Coordination

Coordination within and beyond the research team
was informal and generally ad hoc in nature. While it
is obvious that communication between team mem
bers and other firm staff was frequent, it was not
always clear who the actors were in particular instances.

Coordination Within the Project. There was a signifi
cant amount of communication. between team mem
bers in open planning discussions, and in discussion
of results at the firm site. Both principal investigators'
contributions to these discussions were considered
equally influential. and each stressed the "peer"
relationship. Other communication during the course
of the budget was largely by phone, although one doc
toral student made several trips to the firm to discuss
particular analytical problems. There were no appar
ent obstructions to communication either within or
between the company and the university. The support
ive attitude of firm personnel facilitated communica
tion at several levels.

Coordination and Reporting External to the Project.
In spite of the fact that the initial industry researcher
was removed from the project in the early stages. com
munication between himself, his replacement and the
university researcher remained constant. There was
also communication with others in the firm. Other
company personnel were present in the early plan
ning meetings. and the firm principal's supervisor main
tained a particular interest in the project. No formal
reporting was required of either principal.

Benefits and Outcomes

Technical Outcomes. Both principals expected to
publish articles in the near future, and both felt that
knowledge gained from the research was of consider
able importance. For example, the university researcher
felt that the level of detail achieved in the project was
significant:
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There are other people doing work with slurry reac
tors who are going to get fairly useless results because
they just have not gonedeep enough toknowwhat the
problems are- in experimentation and interpretation
of data for this complex reaction.

Knowledge Utilization. While the industry princi
pals were most enthusiastic about the scientific value
of the research. and the significant advantage in knowl
edge gained over the rest of the industry. the univer
sity researcher was even more willing to anticipate
significant commercial value in their findings. He felt
that final project results would provide reasonable
guidelines for industry choice of one conversion pro
cess over another. The university principal anticipated
development of new research proj ects in the univer
sity as a result of this research. and saw this project as
extremely important to the enhancement of graduate
students' technical training.

While the participants had received a total of only
five or six requests thus far for information about the
project from within the firm and university, both antici
pated a great deal of interest once their results were
published.

Personal Outcomes. Both scientists felt that their
prestige among colleagues and peers in the larger sci
entific community would be positively affected by this
project.

All principals also identified personnel recruitment
benefits for industry. Specifically, the participating firm
in this case would be interested in hiring one of the
doctoral students. if they were currently hiring.

There was also a great deal of satisfaction drawn
from conducting "first-rate" research and from the
collaboration itself. There was a great deal of mutual
respect among participants and considerable enthusi
asm about the results of the research.

Policy Issues

The industry researchers were most concerned about
what they perceived as somewhat opposing research
interests between university and industry scientists.
They and others interviewed in the firm were most
articulate about the kinds of research which have value
to industry and the relevance of industry/university
collaborations.

One company manager felt that while there are ques
tions to be investigated that pertain to industry's needs,
industry has not adequately defined those questions
for the universities. His concern was that much of the
work performed in universities involved highly com
plex research to explain very simple phenomena
exactly. However, answering these simple questions
was not inherently interesting to industry. nor was
such research applicable to the complex questions that
needed to he addressed, In his view, there was a lot of



merit in answering a very important question approxi
mately.

Another manager in the firm elaborated on this point
by describing three levels of research: "primary
research," which involves answering questions which
have a high probability of producing a commercial
product or process; "secondary research," in which
there is less likelihood of realizing a commercial
product; and "tertiary research," involving "interesting
questions such as how many dots in a ceiling tile." It
was his feeling that, while industry would certainly
fund primary research, it would be less likely to fund
secondary or tertiary research.

Both managers felt that the IVCR program was impor
tant in facilitating communication between industry
and university researchers, and in providing funds
for research which may be valuable to industry but
not necessarily fundable by industry. IVCR funds were
perceived as a lever for involving industries and uni
versities in quality research in areas which would not
normally be funded through either industry or univer
sity channels.

The leveraging influence of IVCR funds on collabo
rative relationships was an especially salient issue in
light of budget cutbacks in both sectors. The univer
sity researcher was of the opinion that companies which
in the past had been willing to contribute time and
money to collaborative undertakings now might be
less inclined to do so. In his words:

Now it is going to be harder ... it would be harder
now, I think, to sell a program to industry in which
they were contributing something significant than it
would have been two or three years ago.

In the face of these increased difficulties it was his
feeling that government can make a difficult task near
to impossible through the level of detail and negotia
tion required during the application review process:

· .. the government [must] realize ... that the higher
the barriers that the university person has to leap over
in order to sell [the project] to the government ... [andl
· .. industry.

· .. the higher the barriers, the more university people
are going to say, "There are more productive ways in
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which I can spend my time instead of that." Increasing
justification for everything one proposes to do, increas
ing the nit-picking on the budget, each one raises the
barriers a little bit higher.

All parties felt that the government could reduce the
amount of time and effort spent in task justification
and budget negotiations by taking into account the
nature of research. According to the university pro
fessor:

It is fair that the principal investigator be required to
justify the value of what he proposes to do and to
outline what he wants to do initially. But he cannot
realistically say what he is going to do in detail over
the three years, which is what, many times, you are
askedtodo.... If it is ... honest-to-goodness research, to
some extent the results are unpredictable. If it is
predictable, there is no point in spending money to do
it. So the very fact that it is unpredictable means .I
can't tell you what I am going to be doing two or three
years from now.

... sometimes (but fortunately not very often] you get
a project manager who thinks more in terms of pro
curement and wants to buy research like you would
buy a cargo plane.

A final issue that emerged in these interviews
involved government's active participation in match
ing industry and university researchers of like interests,
the "broker" or "dating-service" concept. These re
searchers had mixed Ieelings regarding this activity.
While they felt it to be an appropriate role for the
government and a good idea as well, they stressed the
importance of prior relationships and prior knowl
edge of one another's work in such collaborations and
did not see how a "dating-service" could accommo
date these factors. As the university scientist put It:

... in order for a cooperative thing of this sort to work,
each party must have a certain amount of respect for
the other's capabilities. I could not go in as a complete
unknown, cold, to another company and try to work
out a collaborative research program. You have to find
common grounds, something that is of interest to both
parties, that both parties contribute to, and that both
parties get something out of. It is not easy to find these
situations.
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